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. Missing metabolites from the biomass function only moderately impact model accuracy. Ten non-biomass metabolites were randomly added to the biomass function and models were extracted from the A375 input model using the top 25% of genes as the gene expression threshold to tailor the constrained input model with mCADRE as the MEM. Gene essentiality accuracy scores were computed for the 10 models (p-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test) and plotted here (magenta). These are compared to the accuracy score of the initial biomass composition definition and same parameters as the 10 models (red circles). To contextualize how much metabolite addition to the biomass impacted accuracy, we also plot the accuracy scores from all other models in the study that had the initial biomass function, but different parameters. These included all unmodified biomass models of the A375 cell line that used the top 25% expression threshold (cyan), used mCADRE as the MEM (blue), or were built using the constrained input model (green). The randomized biomass had a smaller impact on model accuracy than any of those other parameters or decisions. Figure S2 . Non-growth associated maintenance (NGAM) value does not considerably impact model accuracy, predicted growth rate or model content. Additional models were extracted from the A375 constrained input model with four different NGAM values (0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2) using the top 25th percentile as the gene expression threshold to tailor the constrained input model with the six MEMs. Different NGAM values still resulted in largely similar model performance. Figure S3 . Equivalently optimal models demonstrated accuracy levels that were more similar to each other than variations in parameter and model setup. Gene-essentiality accuracy scores (pvalues of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test) for all models extracted from the A375 input model using the top 25% genes for the gene expression threshold (cyan), using constrained input model (green), using iMAT (blue) or MBA (yellow) as MEM. These show much higher variability than the sets of 10 models extracted from constrained A375 input model with the top 25% gene expression threshold and using different random seeds to start the extraction algorithm of iMAT (magenta) and MBA (red). Figure S4 . Similarity of models from algorithms producing alternative optimal models. Model similarity, estimated using the Jaccard index, was computed between 20 models extracted from the A375 constrained input model with the top 25% of gene expression values as threshold using iMAT (10 models) or MBA (10 models). Alternative optimal models are more similar to each other than models from other algorithms.
Figure S5. Histograms of the expression levels and expression thresholds for all cell lines.
The expression (log-transformed) has the unit of fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments (FPKM). Genes with no RNA-Seq reads or an expression level below 1x10 -3 are not shown. 
MEM HL60 Figure S7 . The influence of different decisions on gene essentiality prediction accuracy. Gene essentiality accuracy scores shown as p-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, log transformed. Top row: Accuracy scores were grouped with respect to the MEMs used to extract the models. "None" refers to the three input models without an MEM applied. Middle row: Accuracy scores were grouped with respect to the constraint type used to extract the models. Red points indicate the input models. Bottom row: Accuracy scores were grouped with respect to the expression thresholds used to extract the models. The figure title specifies the cell line for which the accuracy scores are shown.
The percentage refers to the explained variance for the shown (optimal) ordering of the categories. The various methods for model extraction demonstrated varying degrees of accuracy in gene essentiality prediction, but the trends are consistent with the accuracy assessment on models based on Recon 1. (c) Recon 2.2 demonstrates comparable ability to predict metabolic functionalities de novo. Cell line-specific models were built of the K562 cell line using Recon 2.2 without the biomass function were used to predict metabolic functionalities. Across the methods and parameters, most resulting models automatically contain many, but not all native metabolic functionalities. The missing functionalities were similar to those seen in models built from Recon 1 (see Figure 4 ). peplys uptake is not allowed in the (semi-)constrained models, therefore this reaction is required to make peplys which is needed for carnitine synthesis. Mass balance NA since "pep" is not specified 
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